2ϩ entry is delicately controlled by inactivation of L-type calcium channel (LTCC) composed of the pore-forming subunit ␣1C and the auxiliary subunits ␤1 and ␣2␦. Calmodulin is the key protein that interacts with the COOHterminal motifs of ␣1C, leading to the fine control of LTCC inactivation. In this study we show evidence that a hyperpolarizationactivated cyclic nucleotide-gated channel, HCN2, can act as a nonchannel regulatory protein to narrow the L-type Ca 2ϩ channel currentvoltage curve. In the absence of LTCC auxiliary subunits, HCN2 can induce ␣1C inactivation. Without ␣2␦, HCN2-induced fast inactivation of ␣1C requires calmodulin. With ␣2␦, the ␣1C/HCN2/␣2␦ channel inactivation does not require calmodulin. In contrast, ␤1-subunit plays a relatively minor role in the interaction of ␣1C with HCN2. The NH 2 terminus of HCN2 and the IQ motif of ␣1C subunit are required for ␣1C/HCN2 channel interaction. Ca 2ϩ channel inactivation is significantly slowed in hippocampus neurons (HNs) overexpressing HCN2 mutant lacking NH 2 terminus and accelerated in HNs overexpressing the wild-type HCN2 compared with HN controls. Collectively, these results revealed a potentially novel protection mechanism for achieving the LTCC inactivation via interaction with HCN2.
L-TYPE CALCIUM CHANNEL (LTCC) current inactivation is dependent on both Ca 2ϩ ions and voltage (3, 13) . The ␤-and ␣2␦-subunits regulate the membrane expression and the voltage-dependent inactivation of the ␣1C-subunit (2). Calmodulin (CaM) plays a central role in both Ca 2ϩ -dependent inactivation (CDI) and voltage-dependent inactivation (VDI) using Ba 2ϩ as the charge carrier (12, 13) . CaM is proposed to tether with the IQ motif in the COOH terminus of ␣1C (15, 16) . Ca 2ϩ influx through LTCC activates apoCaM (Ca 2ϩ -free CaM)/IQ complex. The activated CaM/IQ triggers a conformational change of the inactivation machinery consisting of ␣1C COOH-terminal domains such as peptide A, peptide C (or CB), IQ motif, and CaM. As a result, the inactivation machinery rapidly blocks the inner surface of the pore, leading to fast CDI (6, 16) . CaM also has been proposed to interact with the linker of the transmembrane I and II segments associated with the ␤1-subunit to modulate VDI (3, 12) .
Hyperpolarization-activated, cyclic nucleotide-gated (HCN) channels are activated by membrane hyperpolarization, generating a voltage-and time-dependent inward current called I h or I f , which has been traditionally thought to permeate both Na ϩ and K ϩ ions (4) . Recently, we discovered that Ca 2ϩ ions also can permeate HCN channels, even in a small percentage of the total current (24, 25) . Furthermore, activation of I h and I f can increase the synapse transmission in dorsal root ganglion neurons (25) and shorten the action potential duration in ventricular myocytes (24) , respectively. However, the underlying mechanisms are not well understood. In the present work, we focus on a hypothesis that a closed HCN channel can interact with LTCC at the plasma membrane, leading to the fast inactivation of L-type Ca 2ϩ current (I CaL ).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
cDNA constructs. Various full-length cDNA plasmids were generous gifts from other investigators as detailed in the Supplemental Material. (Supplemental data for this article is available online at the American Journal of Physiology-Cell Physiology website.)
Cell culture and plasmids transfection. Human embryonic kidney (HEK)-293 cells were grown on poly-D-lysine-coated coverslips in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 100 IU/ml penicillin, and 100 g/l streptomycin. Cells with 50 -70% confluence in a six-well plate were used for plasmid transfection (2-5 g for each plasmid) using Lipofectamine2000 (Invitrogen).
An HEK-293 cell line stably expressing ␣2␦/␤1 was kindly provided by Dr. Richard Tsien (Stanford University). Culture of these cells was similar to that described above except for addition of antibiotics, G418 (0.5 mM/ml) and 5 mM L-glutamine, to the DMEM.
Preparation of hippocampus tissue. Adult rats (300 -350 g) were euthanized by intraperitoneal injection of pentobarbital sodium (1.2 g/kg). After euthanasia, the adult rats were decapitated. The protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Health Sciences Center at West Virginia University. Hippocampal tissues were cut out and quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen.
Cell lysis, immunoprecipitation, and Western blot analysis. Coimmunoprecipitation and Western blot experiments were the same as previously reported (11) . Details are provided in the Supplemental Material.
Hippocampus neuron culture, transfection, and imaging. Primary embryonic day 18 rat hippocampus neurons were used for studying the interaction between ␣1C and HCN2. Neuron culture and plasmid transfection were completed following the instruction manual (Invitrogen). Live-cell images of hippocampal neurons were visualized using an inverted Nikon TE2000S epifluorescent microscope with Prior filter wheels and a Photometrics Coolsnap HQ charge-coupled device camera. More details are provided in the Supplemental Material.
Whole cell patch-clamp recordings. Patch-clamp recordings are the same as previously reported (11) . The pipettes had a resistance of 2-5 M⍀ when filled (in mM): 108 CsCl, 4 MgCl 2, 9 EGTA, and 9 HEPES. The bath solution contained (in mM) 2 BaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, 40 tetraethylammonium, 10 glucoses, and 65 CsCl. Both solutions were adjusted with CsOH to pH 7.2. Unless specifically mentioned in the text, the Ba 2ϩ currents (IBa) were recorded at ϩ10 mV from a holding potential of Ϫ90 mV. IBa current inactivation was sometimes normalized for better comparison of kinetics in different combinations of plasmids coexpressed in different HEK-293 cells (e.g., Figs. 2, A and D, and 3, A-C) . Normalization is indicated without vertical scales; where vertical scales are present, P/4 protocols were used to remove the leak currents. The capacitive currents were minimized with 75-85% series resistance compensation. More details are provided in the Supplemental Material.
RESULTS
CDI and VDI of ␣1C/␣2␦/␤1 and ␣1C/␣2␦/␤1/HCN2 channels in HEK-293 cells. Figure 1A exemplified a well-established difference between CDI and VDI: faster inactivation for I Ca (solid line) than for I Ba (shaded line), recorded at ϩ10 mV. This difference, however, is largely diminished in the presence of HCN2 (Fig. 1B) : like I Ca , the I Ba of ␣1C/␣2␦/ ␤1/HCN2 can inactivate almost completely to the closed state. Figure 1C summarizes the time constants of inactivation of I Ca and I Ba for ␣1C/␣2␦/␤1 and ␣1C/␣2␦/␤1/HCN2. They are 25.0 Ϯ 3.2 ms for I Ca and 228.5 Ϯ 24.2 ms for I Ba of ␣1C/␣2␦/␤1, and 58.3 Ϯ 3.3 ms for I Ca and 72.5 Ϯ 5.6 ms for I Ba of ␣1C/␣2␦/␤1/HCN2. The difference between I Ca and I Ba of ␣1C/␣2␦/␤1/HCN2 inactivation kinetics was diminished compared with that between I Ca and I Ba of ␣1C/␣2␦/␤1 inactivation kinetics, indicating that HCN2 can help complete the I Ba inactivation.
We also examined whether the current-voltage relationship curves of ␣1C/␣2␦/␤1 are altered by HCN2. Representative I Ca are shown for ␣1C/␣2␦/␤1 (Fig. 1D ) and ␣1C/␣2␦/␤1/HCN2 (Fig. 1E ). In the presence of HCN2, there was a positive shift in the threshold activation of I CaL and more reduced current amplitude at the depolarized end of the bell shape near ϩ50 mV (Fig. 1F, shaded line) . All results were repeated in an additional five to eight cells.
Fast inactivation of ␣1C/HCN2 channels in HEK-293. To examine a possible hidden interaction between ␣1C and HCN2, we studied ␣1C inactivation by coexpressing ␣1C and HCN2 in the absence of auxiliary subunits. With the use of Ba 2ϩ as the charge carrier, ␣1C exhibited little current inactivation when expressed alone ( Fig. 2A, top) . The auxiliary subunit ␣2␦ could limit the Ca 2ϩ influx by inducing a slow inactivation of ␣1C ( Fig. 2A, top) . Figure 2B , bottom, shows the absence of endogenous time-dependent inward currents in HEK-293 cells without cDNA transfection under our experimental conditions. These results are in agreement with the previous reports (7, 23) . However, when HCN2 was coexpressed with ␣1C, a fast inactivation of ␣1C/HCN2 was observed (Fig. 2B, top) . This new inactivation has a differential sensitivity for Ba 2ϩ and Ca 2ϩ ions, capable of coming back to the closed state in the presence of Ca 2ϩ (shaded line) but not Ba 2ϩ (solid line), the typical characteristics of the conventional LTCC inactivation (12, 28) . Adding ␣2␦ did not significantly affect the ␣1C/HCN2 inactivation ( Fig. 2A, bottom) . With Ba 2ϩ as the charge carrier, time constants for inactivation of ␣1C/␣2␦, ␣1C/HCN2, and ␣1C/HCN2/␣2␦ were 156 Ϯ 19, 26 Ϯ 4, and 22 Ϯ 2 ms, respectively (n ϭ 8). The inactivation for ␣1C/␣2␦ channels was significantly slower than that for ␣1C/ HCN2 or ␣1C/HCN2/␣2␦ (P ϭ 0.002, n ϭ 8). There was no statistical difference between ␣1C/HCN2 and ␣1C/HCN2/␣2␦ channel inactivation (P ϭ 0.5, n ϭ 8). To verify that the current is via the conventional ␣1C channel, verapamil (10 M) was applied to block the current activation (Fig. 2, A,  bottom, and B, top) .
To address the concern that the fast inactivation of ␣1C/ HCN2 or ␣1C/HCN2/␣2␦ channel was probably due to the contamination from the deactivation of HCN2 channels, we studied current expression of HCN2 in the external solution normally used for characterization of HCN2 and in the external solution used to record I Ba inactivation (e.g., Fig. 2, A and B) . The hyperpolarization-activated HCN2 channels permeate both Na ϩ and K ϩ ions (4). The channel cannot be activated in the absence of external Na ϩ and K ϩ ions (4). In the external solution containing 140 mM Na ϩ and 30 mM K ϩ , a typical HCN2 current (the time-dependent inward current) was recorded in response to a 3-s hyperpolarizing pulse to Ϫ125 mV ( Fig. 2C) , consistent with the previous reports (e.g., Ref. 24) . When the Na ϩ and K ϩ ions were removed from the external solution, no time-dependent inward current was recorded (Fig. 2C) .
HCN2 channels are closed at membrane depolarization that is used to activate LTCC (4) . In response to a depolarization to ϩ10 mV from the holding potential of Ϫ90 mV, there was no HCN2 activation current in the solution containing 140 mM Na ϩ and 30 mM K ϩ (Fig. 2D ). The inactivation of ␣1C/ HCN2/␣2␦ channel in the Na ϩ -and K ϩ -free solution was used as a comparison (Fig. 2D ). These data strongly indicate that the closed HCN2 channels can act as the nonfunction channel to induce a fast inactivation of ␣1C.
Role of Ca 2ϩ -free CaM in ␣1C/HCN2 channel inactivation. Given the pivotal role CaM plays in the Ca 2ϩ channel inactivation, we tested the idea that CaM may be involved in the fast inactivation of ␣1C/HCN2 channel for two reasons: CaM is endogenously present in HEK-293 cells, and apoCaM (no Ca 2ϩ -bound CaM) is tethered to structural domains in the COOH terminus of ␣1C subunit (6, 16) .
We first used two structurally different calmodulin inhibitors, W-7 [N-(6-aminohexyl)-5-chloro-1-naphthalenesulfonamide] (10) and trifluoperazine (TFP) (18) , to study their potential effects on ␣1C/HCN2 channel inactivation. After binding Ca 2ϩ ions, CaM undergoes a conformational change leading to the exposure of its hydrophobic activation site for binding to its substrate, CaM-dependent kinase (CaMK). Both W-7 and TFP block CaM actions by occupying the hydrophobic site to prevent binding of CaMK (10, 14) . Figure 3A shows that both drugs at 15 M eliminated the fast inactivation of ␣1C/HCN2 channels within 15-20 min, consistent with the time course of inhibiting CaM activity by both drugs. The effect of the drug was observed in the same cell. The similar results were obtained in an additional five to seven cells.
We then employed a dominant negative calmodulin mutant, CaM (1, 2, 3, 4) (22) . Compared with the current expression of ␣1C/HCN2 coexpressed with a wild-type calmodulin, CaM (WT) , overexpression of CaM (1, 2, 3, 4) eliminated the fast inactivation of ␣1C/HCN2 (Fig. 3B , shaded line). These pharmacological and mutant CaM data strongly suggested that the interaction of ␣1C and HCN2 is partially mediated by CaM.
Role of ␣2␦ in ␣1C/HCN2 channel inactivation. Nearly all studies of CaM-mediated ␣1C inactivation, carried out in either Xenopus oocytes or mammalian cells (HEK-293, Chinese hamster ovary, COS), have been performed with coexpression of ␤1-and ␣2␦-subunits. This is due to the important roles of ␤1-and ␣2␦-subunits in expression of ␣1C on plasma membrane and Ca 2ϩ channel function (2) . Previous studies also have demonstrated a significant role of ␣2␦ in initiating the inactivation of ␣1C expressed in HEK-293 cells (7, 23) . Wondering whether CaM would have the similar impact on the ␣1C/HCN2 channel inactivation in the presence of the ␣2␦ subunit, we tested the effects of W-7 and TFP on the current expression of ␣1C/HCN2/␣2␦ channels. Surprisingly, neither W-7 (left) nor TFP (right) affected the inactivation of ␣1C/ HCN2/␣2␦ channels (Fig. 3C, shaded lines) . To further confirm this observation, we overexpressed either CaM (WT) or CaM (1, 2, 3, 4) with ␣1C/HCN2/␣2␦ channels (Fig. 3D, shaded  lines) . Neither of them affected the inactivation of ␣1C/HCN2/ ␣2␦ channels. Compared with its dominant effect in ␣1C/ Pulse duration was 300 ms. In A, the current inactivation was normalized for better comparison of the inactivation kinetics. C: hyperpolarizing pulse control experiments. In cells expressing only HCN2, IHCN2 was elicited by a 3-s hyperpolarizing pulse to Ϫ125 mV from the holding potential of Ϫ10 mV in modified Tyrode solution containing 140 mM Na ϩ and 30 mM K ϩ ; in cells coexpressing ␣1C/HCN2/␣2␦, the same hyperpolarizing pulse could not detect IHCN2 in the external and internal solutions used to record IBa. Although the leak current varies from cell to cell, we chose a leak current that closely aligned with the HCN2 time-dependent inward current for better comparison. The pulse protocol is shown in the inset. The dashed line shows the holding current. D: depolarizing pulse control experiments. In solutions without Na ϩ and K ϩ ions (0 Na ϩ , 0 K ϩ ), IBa was recorded only in cells coexpressing ␣1C/HCN2/ ␣2␦, not in cells expressing only HCN2. The pulse protocol is shown in the inset.
HCN2 channel inactivation (Fig. 3, A and B) , CaM plays a minor role in ␣1C/HCN2/␣2␦ channel inactivation (Figs. 3, C and D), indicating a potential role of ␣2␦-subunit in the ␣1C/HCN2 channel inactivation.
␣1C/HCN2 channel interaction requires NH 2 terminus of HCN2 and IQ motif of ␣1C. The fact that the fast inactivation of ␣1C/HCN2 is Ca 2ϩ independent (since we used Ba 2ϩ as a charge carrier) suggested that CaM may not be the only mechanism for ␣1C/HCN2 channel interaction. To explore an unconventional idea that HCN2 may also interact with ␣1C, we studied the current expression of 1) the wild-type ␣1C with a HCN2 mutant lacking the NH 2 terminus [HCN2(-N)] and 2) the wild-type HCN2 with an ␣1C mutant lacking the IQ motif in the COOH terminus [␣1C⌬(1623-1666)] (8). Figure 4A shows that the inactivation of ␣1C/HCN2 (solid line) was eliminated by either HCN2(-N) or ␣1C⌬(1623-1666) (shaded lines).
We next examined how ␣1C and HCN2 channel mutants interact in the presence of the ␣2␦ subunit. Figure 4B shows that compared with the ␣1C/HCN2/␣2␦ channel inactivation (solid line), both ␣1C/HCN2(-N)/␣2␦ and ␣1C⌬(1623-1666)/ HCN2/␣2␦ channels dramatically slowed the inactivation pro- cess (shaded lines). We also observed biphasic inactivation of ␣1C/HCN2(-N)/␣2␦ (Fig. 4B , shaded line) with its first fast inactivation phase close to the wild type but with a second phase almost linear that cannot be fitted by an exponential function. We finally studied the effects of HCN2 and ␣1C mutants on ␣1C/HCN2 inactivation in the presence of both ␣2␦-and ␤1-subunits. Compared with the wild-type ␣1C/␣2␦/␤1/HCN2 channel (solid line), the significant slowing of ␣1C/HCN2 channel inactivation by either HCN2(-N) or ␣1C⌬(1623-1666) (shaded lines) still persisted in the presence of ␣2␦-and ␤1-subunits (Fig. 4C) . At ϩ10 mV, the time constants of I Ba inactivation were 72.5 Ϯ 5.6 ms for ␣1C/␣2␦/␤1/HCN2, 108 Ϯ 13 ms for ␣1C/␣2␦/␤1/HCN2(-N), and 498 Ϯ 43 ms for ␣1C⌬(1623-1666)/␣2␦/␤1/HCN2, respectively (n ϭ 5-7) (Fig. 4D) . Together, these results suggest that the NH 2 terminus of HCN2 and the IQ motif of ␣1C are the structural elements required for the inactivation of the ␣1C/HCN2 channel.
Relative roles of CaM, ␣2␦, and ␤1 in the inactivation of ␣1C/HCN2 channels. To examine the relative contribution of ␣2␦ and CaM to the inactivation of ␣1C/HCN2 channels, we compared the inactivation time constants for different combinations of ␣1C, HCN2, ␣2␦, and CaM, including their respective mutants, except for ␣1C1905x/HCN2. ␣1C1905x is a distal COOH-terminal truncated form of ␣1C, which is used as a control for ␣1C⌬(1623-1666) function (8) . We found that ␣1C⌬(1623-1666) and HCN2(-N) are the two most significant structural motifs that contribute to the inactivation of ␣1C/ HCN2 channels independently of ␣2␦ (Fig. 4D) . We also found, surprisingly, that overexpression of CaM (WT) did not accelerate (as one would expect), but slowed, the inactivation of ␣1C/HCN2/␣2␦ or ␣1C1905x/HCN2/␣2␦ channels (Fig. 4D) .
In the absence of ␣2␦, there was a distinct difference between CDI and VDI for ␣1C/HCN2 channels (Fig. 2B) . In the presence of ␣2␦, however, the difference between CDI and VDI disappeared (Fig. 4E) . Combined with the diminished difference between CDI and VDI for ␣1C/␣2␦/␤1/HCN2 (Fig.  1B) , the results provide additional evidence for a major role of ␣2␦ in the inactivation of ␣1C/HCN2 channels. In comparing Fig. 4 , C and E, ␤1 helped complete the I Ba inactivation of ␣1C/HCN2/␣2␦ channels, which are consistent with the results shown in Fig. 1B .
Association of ␣1C and HCN2 channel proteins in HEK-293 and hippocampus. Whether the interaction of ␣1C and HCN2 is mediated by CaM (for ␣1C/HCN2 channels) or by ␦-subunit (for ␣1C/HCN2/␣2␦ channels), ␣1C and HCN2 channel proteins should be physically close. Fig 5A shows that in HEK-293 cells expressing ␣1C and HCN2, ␣1C signal could indeed be detected with an ␣1C antibody after the samples were immunoprecipitated by an HCN2 antibody (left lane). Immunoblots using an ␣1C antibody for cells expressing ␣1C/␣2␦ and cells with no cDNA transfection (NT) served as positive and negative controls, respectively. Figure 5B shows that HCN2 signal could also be detected with its antibody after the samples were immunoprecipitated by an ␣1C antibody. Figure  5C shows that in HEK-293 cells expressing ␣1C and a hemagglutinin (HA)-tagged HCN2 cDNA plasmid, the ␣1C signal was detected using an anti-␣1C antibody after the sample was immunoprecipitated with an anti-HA antibody (Fig. 5C, top) . The signal was, however, undetected in cells expressing ␣1C⌬(1623-1666)/HCN2 or HCN2(-N)/␣1C (Fig. 5C, top) .
On the other hand, HCN2 bands were seen with an HA antibody in the sample immunoprecipitated using an antibody specific to ␣1C (Fig. 5C, bottom) . However, the signals were very weak in cells expressing ␣1C⌬(1623-1666)/HCN2 and undetectable in cells expressing HCN2(-N)/␣1C (Fig. 5C,  bottom) .
To investigate the relative contribution of ␣2␦ and CaM to the association of ␣1C and HCN2, Fig. 5D shows the coimmunoprecipitation results in HEK-293 cells overexpressing the respective combinations of cDNAs. In the presence of ␣2␦, the association of ␣1C and HCN2 was not significantly enhanced by CaM compared with CaM (1,2,3,4) . In the absence of ␣2␦, however, the association of ␣1C and HCN2 was more significantly enhanced by CaM than by CaM (1,2,3,4) , as evidenced by much stronger signals detected by either ␣1C antibody (top) or HCN2 antibody (bottom). Although one should not expect a linear correlation between the protein chemistry result and whole cell patch-clamp data due to the technical difference, these results are consistent with the functional roles of ␣2␦ and CaM in the interaction of ␣1C and HCN2 (Fig. 3) .
To demonstrate the existence of such an association in native tissues, we chose rat hippocampus as a test model due to the technical feasibility and rich expression of LTCC (21) and HCN2 (19) in the hippocampus. We used fresh rat hippocampus tissues for the abundant amount of proteins to facilitate the coimmunoprecipitation experiments. In Fig. 5E , the ␣1C signals were readily detectable when the sample was first immunoprecipitated by an HCN2 antibody (left). On the other hand, the HCN2 band was also evident in the sample immunoprecipitated first by ␣1C antibody (right). For negative control of coimmunoprecipitation in hippocampal neurons, the samples were immunoprecipitated with a GFP antibody and then blotted by either an HCN2 antibody or an ␣1C antibody. No expected signals were detected (Fig. 5F) .
Slowing Ca 2ϩ inactivation by disrupting ␣1C/HCN2 association in hippocampus neurons. NH 2 terminus of HCN2 was reported to be essential in the formation of the homo-and heteromeric channels at the plasma membrane (17) . Overexpression of HCN2 lacking NH 2 terminus in the hippocampal neurons, in which the endogenous expression levels of both ␣1C and HCN2 channel proteins are comparable and the two proteins are associated (Fig. 5E) , may disrupt the association. Shown in Fig. 6A , formation of the rat hippocampal neuron network was visualized after 5-6 days in culture. After 24-to 48-h transfection of HCN2(-N) with GFP, the expression of HCN2(-N) was indicated by the fluorescent image (Fig. 6B ) compared with the brightfield image of the same region (Fig.  6A) . The fluorescent neurons were subject to the patch-clamp recordings. Shown in Fig. 6C , overexpression of HCN2(-N) induced a remarkably slow inactivation component (light shaded line) that was not present in the control neurons or in neurons transfected with the empty vector (solid line, as a transfection control). On the other hand, transfection with the full-length HCN2 accelerated the I Ba inactivation (dark shaded line in Fig. 6C ). Currents were verified by verapamil (10 M) blockade (Fig. 6C) . At ϩ10 mV, time constants of I Ba inactivation were 26.5 Ϯ 2.9 ms (n ϭ 9) for control hippocampal neurons (HN), 35.1 Ϯ 3.5 ms (n ϭ 6) for HN ϩ vector, 66.1 Ϯ 3.3 ms (n ϭ 7) for HN ϩ HCN2(-N), and 19.0 Ϯ 2.2 ms (n ϭ 10) for HN ϩ HCN2 (Fig. 6D) . The altered time constants for channel inactivation were marked with statistical significance compared with the control HN or HN transfected with vector (Fig. 6D) .
DISCUSSION
Both ␣1C-and ␦-subunits are transmembrane proteins with NH 2 and COOH tails of ␣1C and COOH tail of ␦ located intracellularly. CaM and ␤1-subunit are intracellular proteins attached to the ␣1C near the inner surface of the membrane. These four proteins constitute the inactivation machinery for the fine control of Ca 2ϩ influx through LTCC in both VDI and CDI (6, 12, 15, 22) .
Our previous studies showed possible involvement of HCN in the modulation of myocyte action potential duration (24) . In the present work, we evaluated the hypothesis that inactivation of LTCC can be modulated via interaction with HCN channels under the experimental conditions that prevent HCN2 channel opening. We showed here that HCN2 can act as a nonchannel regulatory protein to induce a fast inactivation of ␣1C. To further investigate the possible associated mechanisms involved in the interaction between ␣1C and HCN2 channel proteins, we proposed a model shown in Fig. 7 . Mechanism 1 represents our current understanding of interactions among ␤-subunits, which are bound to the ␣1-interaction domain (AID), apoCaM, and inactivation motifs in the COOH-terminal region of ␣1C. The majority of this conceptual understanding was provided from studies in either Xenopus oocytes or HEK- A: cells expressing ␣1C and HCN2 were immunoprecipitated (IP) using an HCN2 antibody, followed by signal detection (IB) using an ␣1C antibody (left lane). Cells expressing ␣1C and ␣2␦ were blotted by an ␣1C antibody (middle lane), serving as a positive control. Cells without cDNA transfection (NT) were blotted using an ␣1C antibody (right lane), serving as a negative control. B: cells expressing ␣1C and HCN2 were immunoprecipitated using an ␣1C antibody, followed by signal detection using an HCN2 antibody. Cells without cDNA transfection served as a negative control. C, top: in cells coexpressing ␣1C and HA-HCN2, ␣1C signal was detected using an anti-␣1C antibody after the sample was immunoprecipitated by a specific anti-hemagglutinin (HA) antibody. Signals were not detected in cells expressing HCN2(-N)/␣1C or HCN2/␣1C⌬(1623-1666). Bottom, in cells coexpressing ␣1C and HCN2, HCN2 signals were detected by an HA antibody in the sample immunoprecipitated with an ␣1C antibody. Very weak signal was seen in cells expressing HCN2/␣1C⌬(1623-1666) but not in cells expressing HCN2(-N)/␣1C. D: effect of CaM and ␣2␦ on association of ␣1C and HCN2. Top, samples were immunoprecipitated using an HCN2 antibody, followed by signal detection with an ␣1C antibody. Bottom, samples were immunoprecipitated using an ␣1C antibody, followed by signal detection with an HCN2 antibody. IgG bands were included as controls. E: coimmunoprecipitation of ␣1C and HCN2 in the hippocampus. Left, sample was immunoprecipitated with an HCN2 antibody and blotted by an ␣1C antibody. Right, sample was immunoprecipitated with an ␣1C antibody and blotted by an HCN2 antibody. F: negative control for coimmunoprecipitation in the rat hippocampus. Samples were immunoprecipitated using a green fluorescent protein (GFP) antibody, followed by immunoblots using an HCN2 antibody (left lane) and an ␣1C antibody (right lane), respectively. 293 cells coexpressing ␣1C with ␤1-and ␣2␦-subunits (6, 15, 16, 20, 27, 28) . Our present study revealed several new concepts.
First, in the absence of ␤1-and ␣2␦-subunits, HCN2 can induce a faster inactivation of ␣1C than ␣2␦ as measured by I Ba (compare Fig. 2, A and B) . This interaction of HCN2 and ␣1C requires CaM (mechanism 2 in Fig. 7 ), since two CaM inhibitors (W-7 and TFP) and the dominant negative CaM (1, 2, 3, 4) all eliminated the inactivation of ␣1C/HCN2 channel (Fig. 3, A and B) .
Second, in the presence of the ␣2␦-subunit, HCN2 can still induce fast inactivation of ␣1C. However, the impact of CaM in affecting the inactivation of ␣1C/HCN2/␣2␦ channel is diminished compared with that for ␣1C/HCN2 channel, suggesting a prevalent role of the ␣2␦-subunit in ␣1C and HCN2 interaction (mechanism 3 in Fig. 7) .
Third, mutants of HCN2 (with the NH 2 terminus deleted) and ␣1C (without IQ motif) revealed a critical role of these two structural elements in mediating the fast inactivation of ␣1C/ HCN2 channels (Fig. 4) . It is worth noting that the short COOH terminus of the ␦-subunit is located in the intracellular space. Analysis of amino acids in the NH 2 terminus of HCN2 showed an overall positive charge, which can potentially interact with the negatively charged COOH terminus of ␦-subunit. Although previous studies have suggested a vital role for the ␦-subunit in accelerating ␣1C inactivation (7, 23) , there is limited mechanistic insight into how this process occurs. Our data suggested that a key contributor to this accelerated inactivation may be a dynamic, coordinated interaction among the COOH terminus of the ␦-subunit, the IQ motif of ␣1C, and the NH 2 terminus of HCN2. Alternatively, it is also possible that ␤1-subunit can interfere with the inactivation of ␣1C⌬(1623-1666)/HCN2/␣2␦ and ␣1C/␣2␦/HCN2(-N), as well (Fig. 4C) . This may be a logical possibility, since the ␤1-subunit is attached to the linker of I-II domains and has been reported to interact with the IQ motif either directly or possibly through the actions of CaM (26) . Our results for HCN2(-N) and ␣1C⌬(1623-1666) (Fig. 5C ) also are consistent with previous reports that the NH 2 terminus of HCN2 and IQ motif of ␣1C are important structural elements for the respective channel surface expression (8, 17) . Thus it is possible that the altered channel trafficking leading to the reduced surface expression of either HCN2 or ␣1C provides a potential mechanism for the roles of NH 2 terminus of HCN2 and IQ motif of ␣1C in the interaction of the two channels.
Finally, we have demonstrated that an interaction of ␣1C and HCN2 is present in native tissues, as evidenced by association of the two channel proteins in the hippocampus and dramatic slowing of I Ba in hippocampal neurons overexpressing HCN2(-N) (Fig. 6 ). It should be noted that the currents we recorded in hippocampal neurons are not pure LTCCs, since Nand P/Q-calcium channels are present in hippocampal neurons, and verapamil can also inhibit N-and P/Q-type calcium currents (5) . Nevertheless, the fact that overexpression of HCN2(-N) mutant in HNs induced a significant slowing of inactivation supports the hypothesis that dynamic interaction between ␣1C and HCN2 exists in the native tissue.
Unusual features of ␣1C/HCN2 and ␣1C/HCN2/␣2␦ channel inactivation. Dissecting VDI and CDI often has been carried out by using Ba 2ϩ and Ca 2ϩ , respectively (12, 15, 22, 28) , yielding intriguing results. Not only is CDI about 6 -10 times faster than VDI (12, 13) , but CDI also can come back to the closed state whereas VDI cannot. The CDI index, measured by the residual fraction of the currents that remains at the end of the test pulse, is much smaller for Ca 2ϩ than for Ba 2ϩ (6, 12, 15, 28) . Interestingly, the speed of VDI can be increased to that of CDI if the IQ motif is deleted (28) . Furthermore, a single mutation of I to A or E in the IQ motif could eliminate the difference in CDI index for Ca 2ϩ and Ba 2ϩ (27) . Recently, using a fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) twohybrid mapping technique, preassociation of apoCaM and a 73-amino acid segment containing IQ motif was found to be critical for the slow VDI (6) . Disruption of this preassociation significantly accelerated the VDI and removed the difference between CDI and VDI (6) .
Both ␣1C/HCN2 and ␣1C/HCN2/␣2␦ channels have exhibited VDI rates that are faster than that reported following the disruption of preassociation of IQ motif and apoCaM (6) . Our data suggest that HCN2, via its NH 2 terminus, can interrupt the preassociation of apoCaM with the IQ motif of ␣1C and that this may contribute to the accelerated VDI inactivation. The requirement of CaM for ␣1C/HCN2 inactivation in the absence of ␣2␦ subunit is supported by the facts that inhibiting CaM activity using either pharmacological inhibitors or overexpression of CaM (1, 2, 3, 4) all eliminated the inactivation of ␣1C/ HCN2 (Fig. 3, A and B) . On the other hand, ␣1C/HCN2/␣2␦ channel inactivation is largely independent of CaM (Fig. 3, C  and D) . One possible scenario for this difference may be that the conformational change of CaM resulted from the interaction between the IQ motif and HCN2 is different from that resulted from the interaction between the IQ motif and HCN2/ ␣2␦. The interaction between the IQ motif and HCN2 may lead CaM to undergo a conformational change that exposes its hydrophobic activation site to the CaM blockers, whereas the interaction between the IQ motif and HCN2/␣2␦ may induce a different CaM conformational change that does not make its blockers accessible to the activation site. This possibility would explain the fast VDI of ␣1C/HCN2/␣2␦ channel (solid lines in Fig. 3, C and D) , the insensitivity of W-7 and TFP to the ␣1C/HCN2/␣2␦ currents (Fig. 3C) , and the lack of a difference between CDI and VDI for the ␣1C/HCN2/␣2␦ channel (Fig. 4E) .
Potential implications of ␣1C and HCN2 interaction. In this study, although we have presented evidence demonstrating the interaction of ␣1C-subunit (Cav1.2) with HCN2, interactions of this type might also occur in other types of Ca 2ϩ channels that undergo CDI, such as Cav2 channels, as a common mechanism. Use of CaM as the key element for Ca 2ϩ channel inactivation has been reported for Cav1 and Cav2 channels (13) .
Increased Ca 2ϩ influx is associated with a number of neuronal disorders, including neuropathic pain (1). Gabapentin, a GABA analog, is an antiepileptic drug that has been used recently to relieve neuropathic pain and is believed to bind the ␣2␦1-subunit, leading to decreased Ca 2ϩ influx (1, 9) . The mechanism of how gabapentin binding of ␣2␦1-subunit decreased Ca 2ϩ influx remains elusive, since the gabapentin action is acute (1). The ␣2␦-subunits have been known to enhance the surface expression of ␣1C and Ca 2ϩ current amplitude (7, 23) . A recent study demonstrated that chronic treatment with gabapentin was associated with a reduction in the surface expression of ␣2␦2 and Cav2.1 subunits (9) . On the other hand, the ␣2␦-subunits also promote inactivation of Cav1.2 (␣1C) or Cav2.2 (N-type) (23) , and inhibition of the ␣2␦ subunit should, in principle, slow the ␣1C inactivation, resulting in an increased Ca 2ϩ influx. The interaction of ␣1C with HCN2 may provide an alternative mechanism to prevent an increase in Ca 2ϩ influx under the conditions in which the ␣2␦-subunit expression is reduced.
Study limitations. Although we report for the first time a novel and potentially important mechanism for modulation of Ca 2ϩ current inactivation by HCN2 channel, there are many unanswered questions. For instance, we noticed that the activation of I CaL also seems to be altered by HCN2 (e.g., Fig. 1F ). In addition, whether HCN2 may also modulate other Ca 2ϩ channels that share similar inactivation machinery to ␣1C is unknown. More importantly, under various physiological and especially pathological conditions, the importance of interaction between HCN2 and LTCC requires further investigation, since the expression levels of HCN2, ␣1C, and ␣2␦1 are altered.
